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**INTRODUCTION**

Small and large bowel injuries occur in approximately 5% of patients who experience severe blunt abdominal trauma. Presently, multidetector computed tomography (MDCT) is the primary modality for the evaluation of trauma-related injury of the bowel and solid organs in the abdomen. The sensitivity of an MDCT in the diagnosis of surgically important bowel and/or mesenteric injury is about 90% (6), and with CT scans, the non-operative management of solid organ injury is generalized (7). In addition, the possibility of missed blunt bowel and mesenteric injuries is theoretically increased through the use of CT scans, though the overall incidence of missed injury is quite low and should not influence decisions concerning eligibility for non-operative management (8). Patients with missed blunt bowel and mesenteric injuries can develop peritonitis, sepsis, and require a laparotomy (1-5).
multiple organ failure which could progress to death (9). Furthermore, a small delay in diagnosis may result in severe complications and high mortality rates (10-12). Therefore, the early detection of bowel injury after an abdominal blunt trauma is critical in order to decrease patient morbidity and mortality.

The most severe form of bowel injury is transection, which means the bowel loop loses its continuity completely in which prompt surgery is crucial. Numerous CT signs of bowel and mesenteric injuries in blunt abdominal trauma have been described in literature, however, there is no studies specifying the radiological characteristics of a transected bowel. Therefore, we investigated the incidence of a complete bowel transection in all blunt abdominal trauma patients. Here we describe the various MDCT findings of bowel transection in blunt abdominal trauma in this paper.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients

This retrospective study was approved by an institutional review board, and the requirement for informed consent was waived. We retrospectively analyzed all the patients who had been admitted for blunt abdominal trauma in the databases of two hospitals, namely Hallym University College of Medicine, Kangnam Sacred Heart Hospital, and Hallym University College of Medicine, Sacred Heart Hospital, between March 2006 and September 2012. A total of 513 patients were admitted for blunt abdominal trauma at these hospitals and all of them underwent MDCT prior to surgery. Most of them had been admitted through the emergency Level 1 trauma centers. Some patients were only treated with conservative management while others underwent surgeries. The surgical records of all of the patients were reviewed. Sixty patients with laparatomy-confirmed bowel and/or mesenteric injury were identified. Thirty-one patients with laparatomy-confirmed bowel perforation were identified and there were only eight patients who had had a complete transection of the bowel loop. Seven of the eight identified patients were men, and one was woman. Their median age was 47 years (range 34-63 years). Four patients were injured as a result of traffic accidents (TA), and all of them had been in the car (in car TA). Four of the patients had been sandwiched between some materials, like a car or machines in factories. A flowchart of the overall study design is presented in Figure 1.

CT Technique

CT examinations were performed with one of three MDCT scanners (Brilliance CT 64-Channel, Philips Healthcare, MX 8000 IDT, Philips Healthcare, or SOMATOM Sensation 64, Siemens Healthcare) for all patients who were in emergency care. The average time from trauma to CT was approximately 4.9 hours.

Our trauma CT protocol included unenhanced CT scans and CT scans with the administration of 120 mL of an intravenous contrast medium (iopromide, Ultravist 300; Bayer Medical Systems) at a rate of 3 mL/sec. Scanning was performed with a 70-sec delay and a section thickness of 5 mm.

The scanning ranged from the xyphoid process to the lower end of the symphysis pubis. The CT scanning parameters were as follows: for 64-detector rows, a beam collimation of 0.625 mm x 64, a pitch of 0.75, kVp/effective mA 120/240, and a gantry rotation time of 0.75 second; for 16-detector rows, a beam collimation of 0.625 mm x 16, a pitch of 0.891, kVp/effective mA 120/240, and a gantry rotation time of 0.75 second; and for 64-detector rows, a beam collimation of 0.625 mm x 64, a pitch of 0.891, kVp/effective mA, 120/240, and a gantry rotation time of 0.75 sec. Isotropic raw data was acquired with a slice thickness of 1 mm and an interval of 1 mm at MDCT. Using this raw data, an axial image was obtained with a slice thickness of 5 mm and an interval of 5 mm; the coronal and sagittal multiplanar reformation (MPR) images were reconstructed on a workstation. Each MPR image was obtained at a 5 mm interval with a slice thickness of 5 mm.

Image Analysis

The CT images were retrospectively evaluated by consensus
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by three radiologists with 2048 x 2560 picture archiving and communication system (PACS) workstation (PiView Star, INFINITT Healthcare Co. LTD., Seoul, Korea). In case of two or more pre-operative CT scans were performed, the first pre-operative images were analyzed. All images were interpreted by two abdominal radiologists (each with more than 10 years of experience in the interpretation of abdominopelvic CT) and a radiology resident. The consensus of the investigators was obtained on the CT features of the patients.

We summarized several new CT signs, which are unique for transection, as well as other CT signs that have previously been noted in literature. The CT signs unique for bowel transection are complete cutoff sign (transection of bowel loop), Janus sign (abnormal dual bowel wall enhancement, both increased and decreased), and fecal spillage (Fig. 2).

RESULTS
Prevalence and Location
The incidence of bowel transection in blunt abdominal trauma was 1.56%. The trauma mode and operative findings for all patients are summarized in Table 1. Based on the location, three patients (37.5%) had a transection of the jejunum, two (25%) of the duodenum, one (12.5%) of the ileum, one of the descending colon, and one had a multiple transection of the jejunum and ileum.

CT Findings
The CT findings of complete bowel transection are summarized in Table 2. In the eight cases of bowel transection, we assessed the CT findings according to following three categories. Firstly, the CT signs, that were unique for bowel transection, were assessed which included complete cutoff sign (transection of bowel loop), Janus sign (abnormal dual bowel wall enhancement, both increased and decreased), and fecal spillage. Complete cutoff sign was present in eight patients (100%) (Figs. 3-5). At the transection site, the bowel loop with abnormally increased enhancement abruptly lost its strong enhancement and presented decreased enhancement, and a bowel transection followed was called Janus sign (abnormal dual bowel wall enhancement, both increased and decreased), and fecal spillage. Complete cutoff sign was present in eight patients (100%) (Figs. 3-5). At the transection site, the bowel loop with abnormally increased enhancement abruptly lost its strong enhancement and presented decreased enhancement, and a bowel transection followed was called Janus sign (abnormal dual bowel wall enhancement, both increased and decreased), and fecal spillage. Complete cutoff sign was present in eight patients (100%) (Figs. 3-5).

Associated CT findings, such as solid organ injury, focal dissection of large vessel, lateral hernia, and fracture of lumbar vertebra, were also assessed.

Fig. 2. Janus sign.
A. Axial contrast enhanced multidetector CT scan shows well enhancing distal jejunal loop (white arrow) and continuous bowel loop shows no enhancement abruptly (black arrow). Most of patients with bowel transection show this appearance in MDCT and we named it Janus sign. B. Janus is two-faced god in Roman mythology.
spillage was observed in two cases (25%) of transection at the descending colon and distal ileum (Fig. 6).

Secondly, other CT signs of bowel and mesenteric injury reported in literature were assessed. The CT of two patients with duodenal transections did not show Janus sign, however, hyperenhancing duodenal mucosa was indicated, and hyperenhancing mucosa was evident in only these two patients (25%), and a CT of one of them presented hyperenhancing mucosa in the extensive bowel loop with a flattened inferior vena cava (IVC). Intramural gas (87.5%), diffuse bowel wall thickening (87.5%), intraperitoneal fluid (100%), and retroperitoneal fluid (87.5%) were presented with high percentage.

In our study, mesenteric injury was present in all of the patients, and the CT findings were indicated that four of the patients (50%) with mesenteric extravasation, four patients with bowel transection including showed abrupt mesenteric vessel termination, and seven patients (87.5%) with mesenteric vessel beading. Mesenteric focal hematoma and infiltration had the highest sensitivity for mesenteric injury, and they were seen in all of the patients.

Thirdly, other associated CT findings were also assessed. Focal dissection of the large vessel presented in three patients (37.5%): two had focal dissection of the right common iliac artery (Fig. 3) and the other had focal dissection of the left common iliac artery. Solid organ injury was observed in only two patients (25%), i.e., the spleen (25%), kidneys (12.5%), and adrenal glands (12.5%). The percentage of solid organ injury patients with a bowel transection was lower than expected and only two of the eight patients had lumbar vertebral fracture and a lateral hernia (Fig. 4).

**DISCUSSION**

Recently, a multidetector CT scan is generally thought to be the primary imaging modality for the evaluation of patients with blunt abdominal trauma. For a non-severe solid organ injury in a CT, non-operative management is the standard treatment (13). However, if bowel or mesenteric injury involvement is suspected, a laparotomy is usually needed. A delayed diagnosis of surgically important bowel or mesenteric injury leads to significant morbidity and mortality from hemorrhage, peritonitis, or abdominal sepsis. The timely diagnosis of bowel and mesenteric injuries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Trauma to CT</th>
<th>Location of Transection</th>
<th>Significant Mesenteric Injury</th>
<th>Solid Organ Injury</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>In car TA</td>
<td>1 h</td>
<td>Two sites, jejunum</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>In car TA</td>
<td>2 h</td>
<td>Three sites, jejunum and ileum</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sandwiched injury</td>
<td>4 h</td>
<td>Duodenum (3rd)</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Spleen, kidney, adrenal gland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Sandwiched injury</td>
<td>1 h</td>
<td>Duodenum (3rd)</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Spleen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Sandwiched injury</td>
<td>12 h</td>
<td>Jejunum</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>In car TA</td>
<td>12 h</td>
<td>Jejunum</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Spleen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Sandwiched injury</td>
<td>1 h</td>
<td>Descending colon</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>In car TA</td>
<td>1 h</td>
<td>Ileum</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. CT Signs Evaluated and Number of Patients with Each Sign

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CT Signs Evaluated</th>
<th>No. of Patients (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unique findings for bowel transaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowel transaction (complete cut off)</td>
<td>8 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janus sign (abnormal dual bowel wall enhancement, both increased and decreased)</td>
<td>6 (75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fecal spillage</td>
<td>2 (25)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Findings of bowel and mesenteric injury, previously noted |

| Hyperenhancing mucosa | 2 (25) |
| Free air | 5 (62.5) |
| Bowel wall thickening | 7 (87.5) |
| Intramural gas | 7 (87.5) |
| Intraperitoneal fluid | 8 (100) |
| Retroperitoneal fluid | 7 (87.5) |
| Mesenteric extravasation | 4 (50) |
| Termination of mesenteric vessels | 4 (50) |
| Mesenteric vessel beading | 7 (87.5) |
| Focal mesenteric hematoma | 8 (100) |
| Mesenteric infiltration | 8 (100) |

Associated findings |

| Focal dissection of large vessel | 3 (37.5) |
| Solid organ injury | |
| Spleen | 2 (25) |
| Kidney | 1 (12.5) |
| Adrenal gland | 1 (12.5) |
| Lumbar vertebral fracture | 2 (25) |
| Hernia | 2 (25) |
Fig. 3. MDCT findings of jejunal segmental transection of 42-year-old man.

A. Axial contrast enhanced multidetector CT scan which was taken 1 hour after trauma shows focal dissection of right common iliac artery (arrow) and there is diffuse hematoma surrounding lesion. By focusing on this focal dissection, mesenteric hematoma around dissection was mistakenly thought to have originated from great vessel injury. B. Coronal reformatted contrast enhanced multidetector CT scan shows complete cut off of bowel loop at distal jejunum; complete cut off sign (open arrow). Jejunal loop shows abnormal dual bowel wall enhancement (both increased and decreased), and loses continuity soon after; Janus sign (arrows). Other end of broken bowel loop is identified nearby (arrowheads). C. Axial contrast enhanced multidetector CT scan presents 10 cm-long fragmented bowel segment in pelvic cavity (arrow). This fragmented bowel segment had no connection with adjacent bowel loop. There is no wall enhancing compared to normal enhanced bowel wall (arrowhead). D. Second axial contrast enhanced multidetector CT, taken 17 hours after trauma, shows free air (arrow) and increased amount of fluid (arrowhead) in abdomen. At first CT scans (A-C), there was no free air.

Fig. 4. MDCT findings of multiple small bowel transections of 47-year-old woman.

A. Sagittal reformatted contrast enhanced multidetector CT scan shows complete cut off of bowel loop at proximal ileum. Ileal loop shows abnormal dual bowel wall enhancement (both increased and decreased); Janus sign (arrows). Surrounding hematoma (arrowhead) makes it difficult to recognize transected bowel end. B, C. Axial contrast enhanced multidetector CT scans show mesenteric extravasation (arrow in B), mesenteric hematoma (arrowhead in B) and lateral hernia of ascending colon (arrow in C).
requiring operative repair depends almost exclusively on their early detection by the radiologist during CT examination.

The most severe form of bowel injury is transection, which means the bowel loop loses its continuity completely. This type of injury rarely occurs in patients with blunt abdominal trauma, but it needs hyperacute surgical repair as soon as possible. Numerous CT signs of bowel and mesenteric injuries in blunt abdominal trauma have been described in the literature, however, to our knowledge, there is no report specifying the radiological characteristics of a transected bowel.

In the present study, the incidence of bowel transection among patients admitted for blunt abdominal trauma was 1.56%. Considering that a hollow viscous Check please! injury during blunt abdominal trauma is present in approximately 5% of patients who experience severe blunt abdominal trauma (1-5), the incidence of bowel transection during blunt abdominal trauma is higher than expected. Since the complete transection of the bowel is such a severe injury that some unique CT findings exist, radiologists need to consider this critically important major injury.

In severe bowel injuries, bowel wall discontinuity on CT scan is although almost 100% specific, has low sensitivity, i.e., approximately 7% of blunt abdominal trauma patients. Since traumatic bowel perforations are small and cannot be directly identified on CT, diagnosis of small bowel perforations demands careful attention from the radiologist to detect subtle abnormality (14). Also studies suggest that, bowel wall discontinuity usually indicated a focal defect of the bowel wall. In bowel transection, however, discontinuity appears not just as a focal defect but as a

Fig. 5. MDCT findings of duodenal transection of 37-year-old man.
A, Coronal reformatted contrast enhanced multidetector CT scan shows transection of third portion of duodenum (arrow). B, Axial contrast enhanced multidetector CT scan of duodenum around transection shows hyperenhancing mucosa, representing shock bowel (arrow).

Fig. 6. MDCT findings of distal ileal transection of 54-year-old man.
A, B, Axial and coronal reformatted contrast enhanced multidetector CT scans show transection of distal ileum and fecal spillage (arrow in A, B).
complete cutoff, and we therefore called this CT finding complete cutoff sign. This sign was present in 100% of our eight patients with bowel transection. The high frequency of observations of this feature is thought to be natural because total bowel transection means the complete loss of bowel continuity. However, recognition of this finding at an initial CT scan is not easy, since, there are hematomas and mesenteric infiltration surrounding the transection site, a bowel transection may be difficult to detect. Indeed, there were some cases in which we missed this sign during the initial CT review.

Transection is accompanied by various signs. One of the very unique signs we observed is the bowel segment with increased and decreased enhancement at the same time in one bowel loop. We named this as “Janus sign”, since an unequivocal focal abnormal enhancement (decreased or increased) of a segment of bowel is known to be a highly suspicious finding that is often associated with a significant injury (15). Six of our eight patients with bowel transection (75%) showed an increased and focally decreased bowel segment at the same time in one bowel loop: the bowel loop with an abnormally increased enhancement abruptly lost its strong enhancement and presented decreased enhancement, and bowel wall transection followed. The contiguous existence of focally increased and decreased enhancement in one bowel loop is thought to be a rare imaging feature, however, in patients with a bowel transection, this feature presented in 75% of the cases. When we excluded the patients with duodenal injury, the percentage of this sign was 100%. Therefore, even if it is a rare finding, if this imaging feature is shown, major bowel trauma, like transection, should be considered, and if there is a Janus sign, our findings showed that a bowel wall transection also followed near the site. Therefore, the Janus sign may be a specific sign of bowel transection. A diffusely increased bowel wall enhancement is commonly considered to be an indirect sign of bowel trauma. The potential causes of increased bowel wall enhancement are the leakage of contrast material from increased vascular permeability during the hypoperfusion preferential shift of blood flow to the mucosa, or the slowing of the transit time of blood through the mucosa during hypotension (16). The reason Janus sign appears at the bowel transection sites is still unclear, however, we can hypothesize that hypoperfusion increases the enhancement of the bowel loop, and mesenteric injury accompanied by bowel transection decreases the enhancement of the bowel loop.

A bowel loop showing decreased enhancement represents a devascularized bowel loop with an irregular margin at the transection site.

Fecal spillage is not usually mentioned in literature that deals with the imaging of blunt abdominal trauma. This is because total bowel transection means the complete loss of bowel continuity. However, recognition of this finding at an initial CT scan is not easy, since, there are hematomas and mesenteric infiltration surrounding the transection site, a bowel transection may be difficult to detect. Indeed, there were some cases in which we missed this sign during the initial CT review.

Transection is accompanied by various signs. One of the very unique signs we observed is the bowel segment with increased and decreased enhancement at the same time in one bowel loop. We named this as “Janus sign”, since an unequivocal focal abnormal enhancement (decreased or increased) of a segment of bowel is known to be a highly suspicious finding that is often associated with a significant injury (15). Six of our eight patients with bowel transection (75%) showed an increased and focally decreased bowel segment at the same time in one bowel loop: the bowel loop with an abnormally increased enhancement abruptly lost its strong enhancement and presented decreased enhancement, and bowel wall transection followed. The contiguous existence of focally increased and decreased enhancement in one bowel loop is thought to be a rare imaging feature, however, in patients with a bowel transection, this feature presented in 75% of the cases. When we excluded the patients with duodenal injury, the percentage of this sign was 100%. Therefore, even if it is a rare finding, if this imaging feature is shown, major bowel trauma, like transection, should be considered, and if there is a Janus sign, our findings showed that a bowel wall transection also followed near the site. Therefore, the Janus sign may be a specific sign of bowel transection. A diffusely increased bowel wall enhancement is commonly considered to be an indirect sign of bowel trauma. The potential causes of increased bowel wall enhancement are the leakage of contrast material from increased vascular permeability during the hypoperfusion preferential shift of blood flow to the mucosa, or the slowing of the transit time of blood through the mucosa during hypotension (16). The reason Janus sign appears at the bowel transection sites is still unclear, however, we can hypothesize that hypoperfusion increases the enhancement of the bowel loop, and mesenteric injury accompanied by bowel transection decreases the enhancement of the bowel loop.
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A bowel loop showing decreased enhancement represents a devascularized bowel loop with an irregular margin at the transection site.

Fecal spillage is not usually mentioned in literature that deals with the imaging of blunt abdominal trauma. This is because total bowel transection means the complete loss of bowel continuity. However, recognition of this finding at an initial CT scan is not easy, since, there are hematomas and mesenteric infiltration surrounding the transection site, a bowel transection may be difficult to detect. Indeed, there were some cases in which we missed this sign during the initial CT review.

Transection is accompanied by various signs. One of the very unique signs we observed is the bowel segment with increased and decreased enhancement at the same time in one bowel loop. We named this as “Janus sign”, since an unequivocal focal abnormal enhancement (decreased or increased) of a segment of bowel is known to be a highly suspicious finding that is often associated with a significant injury (15). Six of our eight patients with bowel transection (75%) showed an increased and focally decreased bowel segment at the same time in one bowel loop: the bowel loop with an abnormally increased enhancement abruptly lost its strong enhancement and presented decreased enhancement, and bowel wall transection followed. The contiguous existence of focally increased and decreased enhancement in one bowel loop is thought to be a rare imaging feature, however, in patients with a bowel transection, this feature presented in 75% of the cases. When we excluded the patients with duodenal injury, the percentage of this sign was 100%. Therefore, even if it is a rare finding, if this imaging feature is shown, major bowel trauma, like transection, should be considered, and if there is a Janus sign, our findings showed that a bowel wall transection also followed near the site. Therefore, the Janus sign may be a specific sign of bowel transection. A diffusely increased bowel wall enhancement is commonly considered to be an indirect sign of bowel trauma. The potential causes of increased bowel wall enhancement are the leakage of contrast material from increased vascular permeability during the hypoperfusion preferential shift of blood flow to the mucosa, or the slowing of the transit time of blood through the mucosa during hypotension (16). The reason Janus sign appears at the bowel transection sites is still unclear, however, we can hypothesize that hypoperfusion increases the enhancement of the bowel loop, and mesenteric injury accompanied by bowel transection decreases the enhancement of the bowel loop.

A bowl loop showing decreased enhancement represents a devascularized bowel loop with an irregular margin at the transection site.

Fecal spillage is not usually mentioned in literature that deals with the imaging of blunt abdominal trauma. This is because total bowel transection means the complete loss of bowel continuity. However, recognition of this finding at an initial CT scan is not easy, since, there are hematomas and mesenteric infiltration surrounding the transection site, a bowel transection may be difficult to detect. Indeed, there were some cases in which we missed this sign during the initial CT review.

Transection is accompanied by various signs. One of the very unique signs we observed is the bowel segment with increased and decreased enhancement at the same time in one bowel loop. We named this as “Janus sign”, since an unequivocal focal abnormal enhancement (decreased or increased) of a segment of bowel is known to be a highly suspicious finding that is often associated with a significant injury (15). Six of our eight patients with bowel transection (75%) showed an increased and focally decreased bowel segment at the same time in one bowel loop: the bowel loop with an abnormally increased enhancement abruptly lost its strong enhancement and presented decreased enhancement, and bowel wall transection followed. The contiguous existence of focally increased and decreased enhancement in one bowel loop is thought to be a rare imaging feature, however, in patients with a bowel transection, this feature presented in 75% of the cases. When we excluded the patients with duodenal injury, the percentage of this sign was 100%. Therefore, even if it is a rare finding, if this imaging feature is shown, major bowel trauma, like transection, should be considered, and if there is a Janus sign, our findings showed that a bowel wall transection also followed near the site. Therefore, the Janus sign may be a specific sign of bowel transection. A diffusely increased bowel wall enhancement is commonly considered to be an indirect sign of bowel trauma. The potential causes of increased bowel wall enhancement are the leakage of contrast material from increased vascular permeability during the hypoperfusion preferential shift of blood flow to the mucosa, or the slowing of the transit time of blood through the mucosa during hypotension (16). The reason Janus sign appears at the bowel transection sites is still unclear, however, we can hypothesize that hypoperfusion increases the enhancement of the bowel loop, and mesenteric injury accompanied by bowel transection decreases the enhancement of the bowel loop.
vessels, mesenteric vessel beading, focal mesenteric hematoma, and mesenteric infiltration. All the findings showed higher percentage in bowel transection than reported in simple bowel perforation. Mesenteric hematoma and mesenteric infiltration make it hard to find bowel discontinuity or transection in a CT scan, however, they can also be a clue for bowel discontinuity or transection because they can suggest bowel or mesenteric injury.

There were few limitations in our study such as the small number of patients and retrospective nature of the study design may reduce the power of this study.

In conclusion, the transection of bowel loop, the most severe form of bowel injury in blunt trauma, was with some unique CT findings. In particular, the focal increased and decreased bowel segment in one bowel loop contiguously, the Janus sign was present in 100% of patients with a small and large bowel transection. So even if it is a rare finding in a bowel injury, if there is a contiguous existence of focal increased and decreased enhancement in one bowel loop, major bowel trauma, like a transection, should be considered. Furthermore, when the Janus sign was present, a bowel wall transection was also located near the site, hence the Janus sign can be a specific sign of bowel transection. By recognizing the findings described in this paper, there is a high probability of awareness of severe bowel injury. This could lead to emergency laparotomy with appropriate surgical plan and, therefore, lower the patient’s chance of mortality and morbidity.
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